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Professor Fiflis has provided an interesting description of the legal theories available to hold investment bankers liable for negligence for giving fairness opinions in takeout mergers and management buyouts.¹ Professor Fiflis has focused his presentation on a limited set of investment bankers’ opinions—those ostensibly addressed to shareholders, or intended for shareholders’ consumption.

Had he chosen, Professor Fiflis could have given us a parade of horribles, showing the dubious independence of investment bankers in all kinds of transactions. Investment bankers produce these opinions at the onset of takeover bids to permit directors to decide whether to defend against a bid; to justify the extent of the defense; and to justify arm’s-length mergers, recapitalizations, and other transactions.² One could recite any number of cases in which investment bankers have given opinions about fairness, only to have a bid come in later at a price well above the range or price expressed in the opinion.³ Similarly, different invest-
ment bankers can arrive at widely differing estimates of a fair price. In one merger transaction, we witnessed an investment banker lower its estimate of the value of the target and raise its estimate of the value of the bidder to justify an exchange ratio. In a recapitalization transaction the market price of the stock quickly exceeded the investment banker's estimate of fairness, which required an increase in the cash payment to shareholders from seventy to eighty dollars. In one case, the investment banker added five dollars per share to its estimate of the value of a management recapitalization when a hostile bidder raised its bid. In another, an investment banker set the value of a company at forty-five dollars per share in response to a hostile bid, and within a year declared that thirty-eight dollars and fifty cents was fair in a friendly acquisition.

In a squeezeout merger, a banker claimed that twelve dollars was fair, even though it previously had stated that sixteen dollars was an excellent value for the shares. In other cases in which managers were fending off bids, investment bankers made predictions about future values of the target that were off the mark in spectacular fashion.

In short, one might argue that Professor Fiflis has been too kind, since his paper does not contain the parade of horribles I have just recited. That is, however, not the point. Rather, I argue that Professor Fiflis has misconceived the role of the fairness opinion. Rationales for imposing a bid at $163. See also In re Trans World Airlines Shareholder Litig., No. 9844, 1988 Del. Ch. LEXIS 139 (Del. Ch. Oct. 21, 1988) (investment banker concluded that $20 cash plus $20 in notes was fair, followed by a bid of $20 cash and $30 in notes).


liability on investment bankers should not be drawn from cases involving accountants. This is an area in which we should observe Cardozo's caution to beware of metaphors, or in this case, similes. Instead, we should examine with care the distinctive role played by investment bankers in corporate America.

It is more useful to think of fairness opinions as assuring the continued application of the business judgment rule during an era when it has been under severe attack. Viewed in that light, the fairness opinion has served corporations and their stockholders well. I believe that fairness opinions exist for two reasons: a judicial belief in the determinacy of value, and legal rules that shelter the business judgment of a board when based on reliance on the opinion of experts. Except in rare instances, investment bankers do not deliver fairness opinions for the benefit of public shareholders. Further, the nature of the fairness opinion is such that neither courts nor investors should attach too much weight to it nor impose liability because of it, except in instances of fraud.

I. FOR WHOM DO INVESTMENT BANKERS DELIVER OPINIONS?

A. The Real Function of Fairness Opinions

The purposes of the business judgment rule are at least two. First, the rule confines directors and courts to their own fields of competence. Second, and more important, it encourages directors to take reasonable risks in the face of uncertainty. The takeover movement of the 1980s highlighted the problems facing directors in making decisions. The decisions involved larger sums, and the difficulties of obtaining complete information were all that much more obvious. A mistake under these conditions could be a billion dollar mistake.

That by itself was not bad, although it would make even the boldest director fear legal liability. But when courts began to second-guess directors, the message became quite clear: the business judgment rule appeared to be eroding.

14. Recognizing that unsolicited takeover bids place management in a peculiar position, similar but not identical to a conflict of interest, the Delaware Supreme Court crafted an intermediate stan-
The Delaware Supreme Court created more mischief than it knew in the Trans Union case when it stated that the Trans Union Board had an obligation to investigate the intrinsic value of Trans Union before agreeing to sell the company.\textsuperscript{15} Because of past references to the market price of the company's stock as below its "intrinsic value," the court held that the board could not rely on the market price alone in determining that the price offered, a thirty-eight percent premium over the market, was fair.\textsuperscript{16} While the opinion was explicit that fairness opinions were not required as a matter of law, it was also explicit that something more than knowledge of the market price was required, and that somehow the Board should have tried to determine the intrinsic value of the stock.\textsuperscript{17} Since that time, the Delaware courts have had to repeat their claim that fairness opinions are not required as a matter of law, apparently because litigants believed the holding more than the dicta in the Trans Union case.\textsuperscript{18}

Now, I am not a believer in intrinsic values of economic goods.\textsuperscript{19} Justice White expressed it well in \textit{Basic, Inc. v. Levinson}, when he criticized the majority's reference to the value of stock:

\begin{quote}
standard of review in Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co., 493 A.2d 946, 954 (Del. 1985), requiring managers first to demonstrate a threat to the corporation and then that the response is "reasonable in relation to the threat posed." \textit{Id.} at 955.

The Delaware Supreme Court hinted that the Chancery Court had intruded too far into the board's domain in Paramount Communications, Inc. v. Time, Inc., 571 A.2d 1140, 1152 (Del. 1989). The court mentioned some lower court opinions that the \textit{Time} plaintiffs had used to argue that only a coercively structured two-tier bid was justification for management resistance. The court stated that this would involve substituting the court's view of what is a better deal for that of the board of directors, and "[t]o the extent that the Court of Chancery has recently done so in certain of its opinions, we hereby reject such approach as not in keeping with a proper \textit{Unocal} analysis." \textit{Id.} at 1153.

\begin{enumerate}
\item Smith v. Van Gorkom, 488 A.2d 858, 874 (Del. 1985).
\item \textit{Id.} at 878.
\item \textit{Id.}
\end{enumerate}
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The meaning of this phrase eludes me, for it implicitly suggests that stocks have some "true value" that is measurable by a standard other than their market price. While the Scholastics of Medieval times professed a means to make such a valuation of a commodity's "worth," I doubt that the federal courts of our day are similarly equipped.20

I believe he would make the same comment about investment bankers. A good is only worth what a willing buyer will pay for it — no more, no less. The Delaware Supreme Court ignored this fundamental truth of economics, ignored the efficient market in which the company's stock was traded, and concluded that the board either must have additional information before deciding to recommend a sale to the shareholders or face the risk of liability.

That single opinion could be called the Investment Bankers' Civil Relief Act of 1985. Other opinions overthrew board actions for lack of sufficient information and disinterested advice.21 The strong message was that boards could protect their decisions only if they met a quantitative standard of information set by the courts.22 Only if they met this threshold could they be permitted to say they had made an informed business judgment. I believe these decisions were misguided to the extent the courts second-guessed the decisions of boards about how much information they required before acting. A decision about the quantity of information required for a decision is no less a business judgment than the decision of what to do about it.23

The pressure to use investment bankers was reinforced by specific statutory language protecting directors from liability when they rely on the advice of experts. This language is found not only in Delaware's act, but also in virtually every such statute in the country.24 These statutes pro-

21. See, e.g., Hanson Trust PLC v. ML SCM Acquisition, Inc., 781 F.2d 264 (2d Cir. 1986) (failure of board to be sufficiently critical of fairness opinion). I have a personal recollection of the impact of this decision, recounted infra text following note 54, when the investment bankers involved in the Hanson Trust decision made every effort to make a record that additional information would not change their opinion.
22. The model was set in Hanson Trust, 781 F.2d at 275, in which the court cited the procedures followed in Treadway Cos. v. Care Corp., 638 F.2d 357, 384 (2d Cir. 1980), as an example of the procedures omitted by the SCM board. The result, of course, has been the production of a script for the successful defense of board actions defending against a hostile bid.
vide that a director shall "be fully protected in relying in good faith upon ... information, opinions, reports or statements presented ... by any ... person as to matters the member reasonably believes are within such other person's professional or expert competence. ..." 25

Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that every board in the country, faced with a decision about selling the company or engaging in any other transaction in which an expert's opinion would provide some cover, would seek such an opinion. These opinions served primarily to protect decisions boards had already decided to make and to protect board members from huge potential liabilities.

These opinions provide less information than they do protection. And the protection is not for shareholders, but for the directors themselves, and for their decision. The investment banker's fairness opinion thus becomes another costly tax that legal rules impose on business transactions.

B. Disclosure to Investors: By Contract or By Mandate?

Professor Fiflis squarely addresses the doctrinal difficulties involved in arguing that fairness opinions are produced for the benefit of shareholders. In his discussion of Schneider v. Lazard Freres & Co., he notes that the case is grounded on the unique circumstances of a buyout, in which the court could argue that shareholder, rather than corporate, action was involved, and that the special committee served as an agent for the shareholders. 26 He then examines whether that rationale would be available in other transactional contexts as well. But he does not examine whether Schneider's rationale was correct. It was not. The proposed transaction involved a merger, which, as a matter of Delaware law, required a vote of the board. 27 Thus it involved corporate action, not shareholder action, at least within the conventions of corporate law. As one article pointed out, the board "has an independent and non-delegable statutory duty to approve the proposed transaction: it is only if the board approves the proposed merger that it goes to the shareholders with the Board's

recommendation." Further, Professor Fiflis ignores Delaware courts' explicit holdings that there is no legal obligation to obtain a fairness opinion for the benefit of shareholders.

Agency is a consensual relationship, and consent by the investment bankers to serve as shareholders' agents is generally lacking in the context of fairness opinions. There is some evidence about the nature of the contracts investment bankers enter into with boards, but Professor Fiflis does not discuss it. In some hostile takeover situations, the investment banker's fairness opinion will be delivered for one price if it is available only for the board and management, and for a higher price if it is made public. Obviously, the possibility of public disclosure is a contemplated contingency, but it is equally obvious that bankers regard such disclosure as a negative event for which they demand a higher fee. There may, of course, be cases in which investment bankers contract to represent public shareholders, but I suspect these have been the exceptions, and that few well-informed bankers will do so today, given the current state of New York law.

In the context of a takeout merger or a management buyout of public shareholders, there is no chance of keeping the opinion private because Schedule 13E-3 requires its disclosure. I am informed by a wise and experienced practitioner that the same is true today in arm's-length mergers because the SEC staff insists on equivalent disclosures. Under these circumstances, fee arrangements will not contain two separate scales since there is nothing voluntary about the disclosure. Would the opinion otherwise be disclosed to public shareholders? One can only conclude that the perceived need to mandate such disclosure suggests


29. See supra note 18 and cases cited therein.

30. Lund, supra note 27, at 620. Certainly investment bankers would not voluntarily assume such sweeping fiduciary duties.


that it would not. The SEC seems to admit in its rules mandating disclosure to shareholders that the opinion is not produced for them, but for the board.  

All of this discussion begins with a handful of cases involving the liability of accountants to third parties for negligent audits. But the analogy to the accountants' certificate is less than compelling. Accountants produce a certificate knowing that someone other than the board will attach significance to it. The modern theory of the firm argues that an independent audit is one way in which managers promise shareholders, prospective investors, and creditors that they will not divert funds for their own purposes, and that the audit is a means by which investors and creditors can be assured of monitoring managers' performance. Viewed in this light, the early cases and their progeny are outdated, since accountants are today on notice that shareholders, prospective investors, and creditors would rely on their certificate. And yet the law has not gone that far, as Professor Fiflis has pointed out in his discussion of *Credit Alliance Corp. v. Arthur Andersen & Co.*

The New York case law is troubling on a variety of scores. The *Wells* opinion asserts that the special committee of the board was constituted to serve the shareholders by determining the fairness of a management buyout. The opinion cites no facts in support of that conclusion; it merely asserts this based on the pleadings. One could just as easily conclude that the special committee was created to insulate the transaction from charges of conflict of interest and to shift the burden of proof on the fairness question from the directors to the plaintiffs.

A recent decision refusing to dismiss a suit against investment bankers illustrates the point. In *Coronet Insurance Co. v. GACC Holding Co.*, no. 90-c-07189, 1991 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12120 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 27, 1991) (applying New York law). The investment banker's contract with the debtor expressly provided that "nothing in
the investment bankers gave an opinion on the interest rate required to bring reset notes to 101% of par, and were sued on the theory that the noteholder-plaintiffs were third-party beneficiaries of the contract between the debtor corporation and the investment bankers. The court noted that the Noteholders Agreement required the use of an investment banker to reset the interest rate, and held that this created a reasonable expectation of reliance by the noteholders on the investment bankers. No such agreement exists in the ordinary takeover situation.

Professor Fiflis relies on Judge Duffy's dissent in *Weinberger v. UOP* for his conclusion that *Wells* would lead to a holding that minority shareholders would have standing in Delaware to sue investment bankers for negligent preparation of a fairness opinion. He has not discussed a 1990 opinion of the Chancery Court, *In re Shoe-Town, Inc. Stockholders Litigation*, that distinguished *Wells* because the investment advisor in *Wells* was hired by a special committee charged solely with determining the fairness of the transaction for the shareholders. That distinction seems largely artificial, since the *Shoe-Town* transaction was a management-led buyout, as was that in *Wells*. Vice Chancellor Chandler rejected a reading of the Chancery Court opinion in *Weinberger v. UOP* as providing a blanket rule that investment bankers owe fiduciary duties to shareholders in rendering fairness opinions. The language of the opini-

---

41. Fiflis, *supra* note 1, at 503 (citing Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., 457 A.2d 701 (Del. 1983)). In *In Re Shoe-Town, Inc. Stockholder Litigation*, No. 9483, 1990 Del. Ch. LEXIS 14, at *19 (Del. Ch. Feb. 12, 1990), the Chancery Court noted its own opinion in Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., 426 A.2d 1333, 1348 (Del. Ch. 1981), to the effect that "... Plaintiff has offered no authority to indicate that an investment banking firm rendering a fairness opinion as to the terms of a merger owes the same fiduciary duty to the minority as does the majority..."

42. *Shoe-Town*, 1990 Del. Ch. LEXIS at *20-21. The Chancery Court attempted to distinguish *Wells* because the investment banker that advised the special committee in *Shoe-Town* was hired by management, rather than by the special committee, as in *Wells*. *Id.* at *20. But this only means that the disinterestedness of the investment banker was subject to question in *Shoe-Town*, not that its contractual obligations were different. The statement that Professor Fiflis had not discussed the *Shoe-Town* decision refers to the paper presented at the conference, which formed the basis for these comments.

43. *Id.* at *19-20.
ion on the subject is fairly sweeping:

Indeed, it escapes reason to say that an investment bank hired by a management group taking a company private, such as in the present situation, would stand in a relationship with a given corporation and its stockholders similar to the relationship of a trustee to his cestui que trust. [citation omitted] In addition, because a fairness opinion or an outside valuation is not an absolute requirement under Delaware law, it makes little sense to strap those investment banks, who are retained, with the duties of a fiduciary.44

This Chancery Court opinion is consistent with the law in at least some jurisdictions other than New York.45 This is not to deny that other courts have held that investment bankers can be liable to shareholders for negligent preparation of fairness opinions.46 It is, however, to deny that this extension of liability represents good policy.

II. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FAIRNESS OPINIONS AND ACCOUNTANTS’ CERTIFICATES

A. The Objects of Measurement of Fairness Opinions and Accountants’ Certificates

There are distinct differences in what accountants and investment bankers measure that should give pause in using the analogy to accountants to justify imposing negligence liability on investment bankers. Accountants verify observable historical facts that have been recorded in business records. They can seek evidence to support the entries in these records. Because of the objectivity of the facts they examine, they can establish regular audit procedures designed to assure, with reasonable certainty, that a company’s financial records fairly reflect its financial condition. Indeed, if there is a criticism of what accountants do, it is that they are so bound to historical transaction records that their work is of little use in determining the value of an enterprise.47 That value is determined less by past transactions than by future transactions and the future revenues they will produce.

Professor Fiflis correctly notes the lack of an agreed definition of fair-

44. Id. at *21-22.
45. Lund, supra note 27, at 605-08 (discussing Pennsylvania law).
47. George J. Benston, Accounting Numbers and Economic Values, 27 ANTITRUST BULL. 161 (1982).
ness. In Delaware, a management leveraged buyout presumably triggers a Revlon obligation to put the company into an auction, which suggests that a fairness opinion must address the probable outcome of an auction. On the other hand, the measure of fairness in a cash take-out merger is less obvious. One might argue that the company is in effect being sold to a majority shareholder, which should trigger Revlon, but this is inconsistent with the realities, in which the majority shareholder is merely exercising powers that all investors knew in advance it possessed and for which it presumably paid a control premium. Thus, we must consider whether the minority is only entitled to some measure of firm value less a minority discount. Even that begs the question of what value we should use. Should we assume that the minority is under no obligation to sell, and is entitled to bargain at arm's length with the majority? As I said, that may be a useful fiction, but it remains very much a fiction.

B. The Difficulties With Fairness Predictions

Whatever legal measure we set for fairness only deals with the easiest of the problems in determining it. It is easy to give fairness opinions when an auction has been conducted, and every potential bidder has had the opportunity to inspect the selling corporation before deciding whether to bid. In a fairness opinion delivered under circumstances in which no auction has been held, as in a take-out merger, the investment banker is asked to render an opinion about the probable behavior of many participants in the market without observing them. This is the most hypothetical of exercises, one economists traditionally avoid in favor of observing revealed preferences. The investment banker cannot predict with accuracy the fit of the target's business with that of all prospective bidders. In many cases, the investment banker cannot foresee the particular synergies that might impel one firm to bid. For that reason, investment bankers cannot specify a single price that is "fair." They can only specify a range of prices that reflect their educated guesses about the probable range of synergies available to various buyers. The reports are full of cases in which investment bankers do no more than

48. Fiflis, supra note 1, at 517; see also Bebchuk & Kahan, supra note 2, at 30-34.
50. See generally William J. Carney, The Theory of the Firm: Investor Coordination Costs, Control Premiums and Capital Structure, 65 WASH. U. L.Q. 1 (1987). In a recapitalization, the Chancellor Court was offered the opportunity to say that the Revlon duties were triggered, but declined to do so. City Capital Assocs. v. Interco, Inc., 551 A.2d 787, 801-04 (Del. Ch. 1988).
indicate a range of fairness or whether a particular price falls within such a range.\footnote{51} The reports are, to my knowledge, devoid of any cases in which investment bankers zero in on a single number called “intrinsic value.” As Judge Easterbrook has said, “fairness is a range, not a point.”\footnote{52} It is not surprising that the range of prices usually covers the price at which the takeout or management buyout is to occur. Judge Easterbrook has pointed out that a price could be within a range of fairness and still be inadequate, presumably if the investment banker believed there was a high probability that the winning bid would be in the upper half of the range.\footnote{53}

Another difficulty with asking investment bankers to predict the hypothetical outcome of an auction is that they are faced with the “Winner’s Curse,” which suggests that the winner of any auction is the one who paid too much.\footnote{54} “Too much” in these cases is based on the consensus valuation of the other participants in the auction, all of whom agree that the winner paid too much. How can an investment banker be expected accurately to predict an outcome when some behavior is viewed as irrational by most informed observers?

Anecdotal evidence is always suspect, but one example from my own experience may be helpful in understanding this point. A few years ago, a potential buyer approached the officers of a small public company. In the course of two days of intensive negotiations, they struck a deal for a cash merger, and a board meeting was called to approve the transaction. The directors were assisted in their evaluations by well-known investment bankers who had participated in the negotiations and who were prepared to render a fairness opinion. The essence of the fairness opinion


52. Harris Trust & Sav. Bank v. Ellis, 810 F.2d 700, 706 (7th Cir. 1987).

53. Id.

was as follows: "We are not prepared to name a range of fairness, much less a single 'fair' price. The price being offered for your company is so high it is off any chart we might prepare." In this case, using even the most optimistic projections of future earnings for the seller, the expected returns on the purchase price appeared to be below two percent per annum. Apparently, the buyer knew something the target did not know and could not even imagine. Yet placing too much weight on a fairness opinion assumes that the investment banker will be able to divine all that information.

Finally, let us examine the hypothetical situation in which the take-out merger involves a negotiated transaction between the majority shareholder and independent directors who represent the minority shareholders. The banker is asked to determine the gains from trade, which consist in part of agency-cost savings (which cannot be accurately predicted) plus the gains to the majority shareholder from being freed of constraints imposed by the presence of minority shareholders, less the corresponding costs of the takeout, which may consist of the increased risk associated with reduced diversification and higher leverage. The banker must then predict the outcome of bargaining between the two parties over how these gains will be shared. Keep in mind that neither party knows the exact extent of these gains or what the other party believes those gains to be. In economic terms, they are asked to predict the situation portrayed by the Edgeworth Box—bargaining under conditions of bilateral monopoly—when there is general agreement that the outcome is indeterminate.

All this suggests that the preparation of a fairness opinion is an art and not a science. It does not lend itself to the precision of the accountants' certificate. The creation of due-diligence check lists under these circumstances is the creation of an illusion of precision. To expect the courts skillfully to craft minimum standards of care is to expect too much.

III. INVESTMENT BANKERS AS GATEKEEPERS

Professor Fiflis argues that holding investment bankers liable for negli-
gent preparation of fairness opinions is justified by the reliance of shareholders on investment bankers' opinions. He presents no evidence to support his assertion, and he misses the point. The real question should be: Do shareholders have any reason to rely on these opinions? Rather than answer that question, Professor Fiflis argues instead that bankers should serve as gatekeepers and that good public policy argues for holding them liable, since bankers can stop transactions that would be harmful to shareholders.\textsuperscript{57}

Professor Fiflis relies on the work of Reinier Kraakman for his gatekeeper arguments.\textsuperscript{58} Kraakman's approach focuses on events that are relatively specific—securities fraud being the primary example.\textsuperscript{59} As I have tried to argue, nothing is less specific than the question of fairness. Indeed, Kraakman argues that imposition of gatekeeper liability "requires the prudent crafting of circumscribed duties to monitor and to respond that, above all, do not ask too much from their targets."\textsuperscript{60} Nothing could be further from that description than imposing gatekeeper liability on investment bankers for fairness opinions.

\section*{IV. DIFFICULTIES WITH REFORM PROPOSALS}

\subsection*{A. The Objections to Reform Proposals}

The proposals for reform of the legal rules governing fairness opinions illustrate what critics think is wrong with them. While some of the proposals seem harmless enough, others would increase the cost of such opinions and thus would increase the regulatory tax on the transactions in which they are required. But even the harmless proposals would do little to further the goals of the critics.

The most modest proposals for reform attempt to set up procedural safeguards to protect investment bankers from conflicts of interest. To this extent, they do little more than mirror several court decisions. For example, these proposals would ban the use of performance fees, tied to defeat of bids or to success of white-knight transactions, for investment bankers rendering fairness opinions.\textsuperscript{61} One might also expect the critics to encourage retention of investment bankers for this purpose by in-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{57} Fiflis, \textit{supra} note 1, at 514-15. \textit{See also} Giuffra, \textit{supra} note 2, at 125-27 (1986).
\item \textsuperscript{58} Reinier H. Kraakman, \textit{Corporate Liability Strategies and the Costs of Legal Controls}, 93 \textit{Yale L.J.} 857 (1984), \textit{cited in} Fiflis, \textit{supra} note 1, at 514 n.75.
\item \textsuperscript{59} Kraakman, \textit{supra} note 58, at 888-96.
\item \textsuperscript{60} \textit{Id.} at 893.
\item \textsuperscript{61} \textit{See} Bebchuk \& Kahan, \textit{supra} note 2, at 38-41, 49-51 and cases cited therein.
\end{itemize}
dependent directors, rather than by the managers who have proposed a particular course of action.

The European Economic Community has gone one step further in its proposals for the harmonization of legal rules governing business combinations. It requires the use of experts appointed by a government agency for the purpose of rendering a fairness opinion.\(^\text{62}\) To my knowledge, no one has yet suggested for American corporations that extreme an abandonment of the primary role of the board in selecting experts on whom they can rely, but it does represent a logical, if extreme, step in eliminating concerns over conflicts of interest.

The problems with liability rules are the extreme difficulties in formulating useful standards, coupled with the costs imposed on transactions by the risks and uncertainties created. I have little hope that American courts can develop a reasonable set of due-diligence standards that will allow them to impose liability for negligent preparation of fairness opinions without creating such costs. The Delaware courts, for example, have been noteworthy in their obtuseness in developing valuation techniques in appraisal proceedings. The Delaware Block method of valuation has been cogently criticized as bearing no particular relationship to values that might be set either by markets or modern financial analysis.\(^\text{63}\)

B. Who Will Protect Shareholders?

Professor Fiflis has described a dilemma that I have thus far evaded: if directors can gain the shield of the business judgment rule by employing investment bankers for fairness opinions, and if investment bankers are not liable to shareholders for negligent preparation, what protects shareholders?\(^\text{64}\) Contracts, markets, independent directors, and courts willing to set aside unfair transactions can provide protection. New liability rules are not required for this purpose.

Nothing prevents shareholders from writing contracts to preclude majority shareholders of a corporation from engaging in a takeout merger or to forbid managers from engaging in a buyout. Indeed, in the context of hostile takeover bids, these contracts are well known in the form of shark-repellent amendments.\(^\text{65}\) To suggest that investors cannot obtain


\(^{63}\) Fischel, supra note 19, at 890-93; Cohen, supra note 19, at 126-27.

\(^{64}\) See, Fiflis, supra note 1, at 506-07.

\(^{65}\) See generally William J. Carney, Shareholder Coordination Costs, Shark Repellents, and

Washington University Open Scholarship
such protection is to engage in the notion Frank Easterbrook once described as the investor waking up from a deep sleep and saying, "Woe is me, I'm powerless. . . ." 66 There are any number of ways investors can contract against takeout mergers, or at least against overreaching in such mergers. 67 It would be as simple to preclude managers from offering to buy the firm. We do not see such contracts, strongly suggesting that many such offers benefit shareholders. 68

Markets may provide the strongest form of protection for minority and public shareholders in takeouts and management buyouts. I know of no case in which shareholders have agreed to a transaction when the consideration was below the pre-announcement market price. If that is so, and if there are comparable investments available in the market, investors are always better off in takeouts and buyouts to which they assent. 69 Even in takeouts in which minority shareholders have no voice, because the merger is either a short form or is not conditioned on approval of the minority shareholders, the number of cases in which the consideration is below the pre-announcement market price is either zero or trivial. In most cases, even if the consideration were below market price, shareholders would be protected by appraisal rights, although admittedly this is not the case in Delaware. 70 That such takeouts or buyouts do not occur even absent such appraisal protection strongly suggests that market forces, not legal rules, are the primary protection for

---

69. Cf. Frank H. Easterbrook & Daniel R. Fischel, Corporate Control Transactions, 91 YALE L.J. 698 (1982). (This depends on the adoption of efficient decision rules within firms, however. See Carney, Shareholder Coordination Costs, supra note 65.) I thus reject the thesis of A.A. Sommer, Jr., in "Going Private" Seventeen Years Later, 70 WASH. U. L.Q. 571 (1992), that going private is nearly always unfair, because managers or majority shareholders earn some profits that otherwise could have been earned for all shareholders. That is a form of the Nirvana fallacy, which compares an ideal world with the second-best position of the real. The point is not that managers could have earned these profits for all shareholders; they did not, and whatever incentive arrangements the firm had were insufficient to eliminate this agency cost.
70. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 262(b)(1) (1991) (excluding appraisal rights for shareholders in corporations either listed on a national stock exchange or held of record by 2,000 or more stockholders). This exception fails to provide protection for shareholders when an announced merger drives the price of the company's stock down.
minority shareholders.  

Independent directors are perhaps the most abused group in the corporate law literature. No one seems to believe in their independence. Yet these directors do not depend for their employment on the insiders proposing takeouts or management buyouts. They are generally individuals of stature in the corporate world as well as in their own communities, with a lifetime of reputational capital built up. As the dissenting judge in the Trans Union case put it, they are unlikely to be taken by a "fast shuffle." There is evidence in the reports of vigorous representation of public or minority shareholders under the circumstances we are discussing. Davis & Lehn's work in this Symposium provides evidence that there are no significant differences in results for public shareholders when management or third parties engage in buyouts.

The best evidence of the performance of boards is found in the battles for corporate control in the 1980s. In virtually all cases, incumbent management was a competing bidder for control. Despite these conflicts of interest, huge gains were obtained for target shareholders throughout the decade. Firms found it possible to structure the incentives of management and directors to perform well for shareholders by providing them with forms of compensation related to shareholder welfare. If disloy-
ality of outside directors is a perceived problem, nothing prevents providing the outsiders with a compensation arrangement that keys their wealth to the welfare of the public or minority shareholders. Indeed, more and more boards take part or all of their compensation in the form of stock, options, or other stock-related compensation. This means they find their wealth keyed to that of the public investors, if they are not included in the insider group. If they are included in the insider group, then they are no longer independent for purposes of the buyout or takeout decision.

The final source of protection, when private arrangements fail, is the courts. If the courts observe a process dominated by insiders, in which the insiders select the investment bankers and counsel for the special committee, and in which the committee is supine in the face of an offer from the insiders, then the courts have shown themselves capable of setting aside such transactions.\textsuperscript{79}

V. CONCLUSION

It would be wonderful if a few procedural reforms or imposition of legal liability could improve the accuracy of fairness opinions. Some modest changes may be quite harmless and relatively inexpensive. But any radical changes in this area will only increase costs and risks for participants in corporate transactions without delivering the promised truth about values. No one, unfortunately, has such truth until values are revealed in markets by real, rather than hypothetical, transactions.

\textsuperscript{79} See, e.g., Mills Acquisition Co. v. MacMillan, Inc., 559 A.2d 1261, 1281 (Del. 1989) (declining to allow a special committee to rely in good faith upon financial and legal advisors chosen by the management team that was a competing bidder for the company).